
Planning your research to publish in high 
impact journals



What we will talk about

1.Journal selection
2.Maximising impact

3.Title & Abstract: Impactful publishing

Why? What’s the point of all this?

“… to be more effective as an academic”
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Standout!

30,000

2,000,000



Talk to others/ colleagues/ make pre-submission enquiries

Effective journal selection: 
Marriage of research and publication

Target journal

“I never start to write until I have decided on a target journal”

Every journal is 
different 
(i.e. scope, 
audience, length)

Full article/
original article

Letters/ Rapid 
Communications

Self-evaluate



Effective journal selection: 
Marriage of research and publication
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Accessibi l i ty, is it open or not (what does this mean?)

Does it have an IF and what does this mean? Peer-reviewed? Editorial board? 
Who is on the board?

Impact factor

Reputation 

Reach within field

Open access (accessibility)



Keys to select journals for your 
benefit
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Effective journal selection: 
Marriage of research and publication

Tools

Rule 3 Learn to sell and manage your submission

Rule 1 Aim high 

Rule 2 Choose appropriately



Discuss: what authors want for their 
papers?
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Merits: journals

Speed
As fast as possible

High reach, 
readership

Decent Impact 
Factor



FAQ: Learning outcomes
Understanding Open Access

Green OA 
Depositing articles in an OA repository 

Subject repositories 

PubMed Central

ArXiV

Gold OA 
Publishing in an open access journal

Fully OA journals
e.g. BioMed Central , Public Library of Science etc.

Optional OA in traditional journals
(now offered by most major publishers) 



Pre-submission enquiries

Write to editors

Write to as many as you like

Select a target journal effectively

Reach out: Abstract and Title

Expediting the process : 
Insider recommendations

We will provide you with an email 
template after the webinar
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3 things: Message, audience, structure

How to build your mentorship group

• Effective peer-review suggestions

• Are international colleagues aware of you and your work?

Consider using preprint servers

What do you need to know before you start to write?
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Expediting the process : 
Your message
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Upcoming publication insights:
Effective writing and submission

What will maximize your work’s scholarly impact?

For a reward academic publishing experience

What is research impact?



How is this measured? 
Publications are still the heart of impact

-Researchers count papers, impact factors, R and H indices
-Institutions count citations, circulation

? But your research circulation does not translate to impact
? How many researchers will actually cite your work?



College
No. Publication in 

RMS
No. Publications 

in Scopus

Approx. % 
Coverage in 

Scopus
Science 5,052 3,733 73.9%
Health Sciences 3,714 3,257 87.7%
Engineering & Architecture 3,068 1,951 63.6%
Agriculture, Food Science & 
Veterinary Medicine 2,831 1,903 67.2%
Social Sciences 2,430 883 36.3%
Arts & Humanities 1,367 199 14.6%
Business & Law 1,309 564 43.1%
Grand Total 19,771 12,490 63.2%

Coverage is a problem in some disciplines



Citation analysis is a way of measuring the impact of an author, 
an article or a publication by counting the number of times that 
author, article, or publication has been cited by other works. 

What is citation analysis?



Web of Science

Scopus

Google Scholar

Orcid 

Citation analysis tools
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We can measure ‘Academic Impact’



Source: @fasttrackimpact
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Source: Kudos

Impact checklists



Know your channels



Source: @fasttrackimpact

Research impact as a journey



Strategies for engagement 

Researchers are engaging with the public more than ever before, but most have no idea 
how they are benefiting the people they interact with.

Researchers are increasingly expected to be able to articulate the value of their work with 
publics, to justify funding and demonstrate the impact of their research.

Why is it important to evaluate public engagement?

You can do better public engagement

You can communicate more effectively
-Evaluate the design of your engagement with the public and policy makers
-This is effective research impact



Source: Kudos

Assess your impact



Develop your presentation ‘skill-set’



What does this mean?

It means that research is mostly incremental.
Building on ’things people already know’

Large steps are much harder to get into the literature.







https://www.diffusionediting.com/
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Road map
PREPARATION: things to think about before you even put pen to paper

SELLING YOURSELF: how to capture an editor’s attention

STRUCTURE: without a clear structure, you (and the editor) will be lost

EFFECTIVE WRITING: there are some simple rules that can make a huge difference



What we will talk about

1.Journal selection
2.Maximising impact

3.Title & Abstract: Impactful publishing

Why? What’s the point of all this?

“… to be more effective as an academic”





Thank you

Contact
Dr Frans Lettenstrom

Bentham Science Publishers 
frans@benthamscience.net
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